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Exotic Aspects of Object Orientation

ir" Gerald Kristen MBA

Recently, I was invited to India to present a series of seminars on the Krss meflio dology for
Objeat Orientation. The visit to India, and the title of this magazine, inspired me to ptace a
number of general object-oriented concepts and fhe Krss activities in paiticular in a may be
very unusual, exotic perspective.

Expectations of India

Before leaving the Netherlands, I talked about
my visit to India with a number of friends who
already visited India before. Some visited In-
dia for only a short period and others were em-
ployed in India for a longer period of time, but
they all had the same remark: "India is a coun-
try that is different from what you know and in
order to get to know what the difference is, you
have to experience India". At the time of listen-
ing to my friends, I started building images in

my mind of what I could expect. Looking back,
I can say that most of those images were com-
pletely biased by my knowledge and experience.
I placed everything in the available framework
and related the things I heard to it.

When I arrived at Delhi airport in the middle of
the night, I soon knew that my images had to be
changed dramatically. The flrst thing which had
to be changed was the enormous pressing heat of
the monsoon period in India. The pressing heat is

Figure 1: The Taj Mahal tempte in Agra, India (photo: Geratd Kristen)
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even present in the middle of the night. The next

experience is that driving in a taxi from the air-
port to the hotel is best described as a 'low speed

kamikaze ride'. The taxi driver switches from
the left to the right of the road in trying to avoid

hitting unlighted trucks, three-wheel taxis (also

called tjuk-tjuks), holy cows in the middle of the

road, bicycles riding on the highway, and last but
not least the holes in the road. With every passing

and crossing, the horn was used abundantly in
order to signal to other not yet remarked road

users and slow cars. A relative large number of
cars with problems were standing in the middle of
the road repairing broken axes, flat tyres, or just

something related to their age. Taking a left or a

right turn mostly happens without using any sig-

nalling lamps. In the best case the horn is used

or a hand signal comes out of the car, truck, or
bus. In the Indian traffic, there are nearly no rules

but the right of the strongest. On the other hand,

European traffi c i s hi ghly regul ated, stand ardi zed,

and facilitated and gives most rights to the weak-

est user of the road. With the first traffic exper-

iences, I had to think back to the saying of my
friends that you have to experience India in order

to get any idea or understanding of it.

Experiencing Object Orientation

In the past years, I have given many seminars

and presentations on the KISs method for ob-
ject orientation []. The audience varied from

experienced users of other object oriented meth-

odologies to managers who are inexperienced to

any methodology at all. When introducing the

basic concepts of the rlss method and stating

that the rtss method is fundamentally different
from other object-oriented methodologies, I
very often remark that persons who are more

knowledgeable to those other object-oriented
methodologies do not believe that there are really
fundamental differences in the KISS method.

They start placing the KIss concepts within the

framework of object orientation they already

have, accepting all things they recognise and

rejecting all things they are not familiar with
from the other methodologies. This approach

is very difficult if you have to stan to adopt

a complete new foundation in order to get a

proper understanding of the rtss method. As a

result, I saw that some of the persons who were
knowledgeable to other methodologies blocked,

while those without any reference framework
could absorb the new concepts without too many
problems.

In order to improve the acceptance and learning
process, I have developed the KISS uoutttcl(R)
game. It gives the users of the rlss method the
possibility to experience the KIss method" KISS

DoMrNo is a game with all the different symbols

of the rlss method printed on domino pieces

in seven different colours. KISS DoMINo is a

very physical and interactive way for explaining
the rtss concepts to anybody. Besides training
purposes we at the KISS organization always

use the KISS DoMINo game for deflning the
specifications of real-life projects. Looking at

my experiences in India, I draw an analogy with
the KIss method. I advise to persons interested

in the rtss method to start experiencing it by
using it in real projects. Reference frameworks

of existing methodologies can give a false pic-
ture of the KISS method. The similarity of my
understanding of India at the end of my first visit
with the understanding of the xtss method at the
end of a seminar is strikins to me.

KISS method

The rtss method for the specification of objects
is based on a number of concepts that are closely
related to each other. The most important concept

is 'object type'. The object type is the generic

description of the life of objects. The life is de-

scribed by so called rtss models. In a rlss
model the life of objects is described by pla-

cing the actions that an object can execute in a

structure with 'Iterations'. 'Selections', and 'Se-

quences'. The first action type in the KISs model

under the symbol of the object type is the instan-

tiating action. It creates new object instances of
the object type. After the object is instantiated,

an object can execute all actions according to the
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rl s s model of that object type, until the life of the
object is terminated by the last action type of the
rtss model. The diagram of a rrss model con-
sists of one rectangle representing the object type,
several diamonds representing the action types,
and control symbols representing the iterations
and selections. A very simple rrss model which
describes the life of customers who are instanti-
ated by the action type 'to register', and who can
iteratively order articles and be terminated by the
action type 'to leave' is represented in Figure 2.

Terminaling

Actiontype

Figure 2: KISS model for the life of customers.

The rtss model describes the life of objects in in-
dependent models. The objects that are instanti-
ated by the first action typeof the rrss models al-
ways form a group of objects. In the rrss method
a group ofobjects is called an object class. TWo

special cases of the object class are the special-
ization and the category. The specialization and
the category classify objects to an object class
based on the execution of action types. The ob-
ject type itselfhas no object instances. It only co-
ordinates the way in which object instances may
execute actions. The object instances themselves
can thus be found back in the object classes to
which they are classified. The specification of the
object classes is based on classification criteria
which themselves can be dependent upon action
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types. As such, we can conclude that the KISS
method makes a distinction between three levels
at which objects are represented.

L Object instance level.

2. Object type level for the life of objects.

3. Object class level for classification of ob-
jects.

All three levels are completely orthogonal to each
other.

Hindu Gods and Exotic Objects

A first visit to India always includes a sightseeing
tour with several temples on the program. India is
blessed with several of the most beautiful temples
of theworld. Weonlyhaveto thinkof theTaj Ma-
hal at Agra and the many temples of the Hindus
dedicated to one or more gods. In India Hinduism
is practised by approximately 80Vo ofthe popula-
tion of over 500 million people. The interesting
thing about the Hindu religion is that it has a pan-
theon of gods, each directed to specific events in
the real world. In fact all these different gotls can
be seen as physical representations ofone omni-
present god. The three most important physical
representations of god in the Hindu religion are
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. Brahma is the Cre-
c/or, Vishnu isthe Preserver andshivais theDes-
troyer. All three gods are usually represented by
four arms to represent their above human abilit-
ies, but Brahma has the advantage of four heads
to represent his all-seeing ability. Each god can
be represented by different symbols. The special
thing about the gods is that real world activities
are attributed to the gods with very limited ab-
straction in their representation and much abund-
ance in details. When we give a closer look at
the Hindu gods, we see that they support the life
of living beings. Brahma is the god for creation
and instantiation of new life. Brahma represents
the generic instantiator of new objects. Brahma
can have many different forms and behaviors.
Brahma is not just the action 'to create', because

--
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he takes much more into account with the instan-
tiation of objects. Vishnuis the god thattakes care

of all changing actions that take plac-e in the life of
persons" Vishnu can also have many different se-

mantic representalions u'hich makes Vishnu com-
pletely different from 'to modify'. Finally, Shiva
is actually the god that fights all kinds of destruc-
tion. Looking at the three different main gods of
the Hindu religion. we see that they are dedicated
to suppofl the life of objects. As such, they are

comparable to the action types in a KISs model.
Either a god, an action type, or an object type are

the real world things. They are all abstractions of
the real world for describing the life of objects.
As such, the one omnipresent god in the Hindu
religion can be seen as an exotic object type with
many physical representations.
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Exotic Classification

Basically the Hindu religion postulates that we all
go through a series of rebirths or reincarnations,
that will eventually lead to the spiritual salvation
which frees one from the cycle of rebirths. With
each rebirth, you can move closer to or further
from eventual spiritual salvation. The deciding
factor is the karma. Bad actions during life
result in a bad karma, which ends in a lower
reincarnation. Good actions will increase the
karma and one will be reincarnated on a higher
level and be a step closer to eventual freedom
from rebirth. The level of reincarnation is closely
related to the caste system of the society. The
Hindu religion has four main castes: the Brah-
min, or priest caste; the Kshatriyas, or soldiers
and governors; the Vaisyas, or tradespeople
and farmers; and the Sudras or menial workers
and craftspeople. These basic castes are then
subdivided into a great number of lesser divi-
sions. Beneath all the castes are the Harijans, or
untouchables, the lowest cast-less class for whom
the most menial and degrading tasks are reserved.

The Hindu society is based upon classifica-
tion of persons into four main caste classes and
one cast-less class. The main classes themselves
are further classified into many subclasses. It
is not possible for an individual to change class
during his life. So, in order to be ranked in a

higher class one has to live the existing life well
in order to get a high karma. When dead, one has

to be cremated and then one can reincarnate into
a higher class. This approach is also followed
by object-oriented programming languages. Ob-
jects are always instances of one class and will
therefore belong to that class. When applying
inheritance with inheriting the generic character-
istics ofthe superclass to subclasses, one can see

a number of problems. This is the case where ob-
ject instances of a subclass cannot go to another
subclass without getting terminated flrst and
then be reincarnated in the other subclass. These
limitations of object-oriented programming
languages cause several problems. In order to
offer solutions for this problem, one sometimes
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Figure 3: Hindu Gods (Photo: Gerald Kristen)
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apply techniques like multiple inheritance of the
subclasses to a new subclass, which in itself wiil
cause turther problems. In general, application
of inheritance in class structures creates rigidity
and less adaptability to new situations in the
real world" The classification principles and
class concepts of object-orienterl languages are
equal to those of the caste system of the Hindu
religion. In the Hindu society, the application of
the caste s)'stem has resulted in very rigirJ social
structures. The advantase \\'as that it gave very
stable s,,ciel sructures. but the disadvantage is
.net Lr'13 s.,at3:', i:s:l: is unabl: t,t ahange as long
3-i rjte ar-ile Si-l.nlris :3i]lJ:l

In the KtsS neihr,ri. cl.:rsin;ir:l, : f -:,:i:s
is not determined br the ab,_'r'e ciu-rs ;,_nceFi :

object-oriented programming langueg:s. Th:
class of programming languages brrrh insrerui:es
and classifies the objects rvith one and the sarne
concept. In the KISS method, the instanliadrrn
of objects is determined by the object type. The
classification of objects to object classes is in
the KISS method independent of the instantion
of objects. As such, the classification of objects
into subclasses does not create the rigidity we
have seen in the situation above. The more
exotic classiflcation of objects based upon the
implemented classes in an object-oriented pro-
gramming language has therefore to be seen as

different from the classiflcation of objects into
object classes were the classilication will remain
indepentlent from the instantiation of obiects.

Conclusions

Visiting and experiencing India, I found is worth
more than a thousand stories. In analogy with
this, I can say that applying and experiencing
the KISS method is worth more than thousand
comparisons. The basic concepts of the KIss
model for describing the life of objects are also
covered by the tlree main gods of the Hindu re-
ligion: Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva. The clas-
sification principles of object-oriented languages
create caste-like structures in programs. objects
have to be killed and reincarnated in order to clas-
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sify them in another subclass. The caste system of
the Hindu religion is based on the same paracligm.
The classification principles of the rlss methotj
are independent of the instantiation of objects.
And so a much more flexible fiamework is cre-
ated than with class- instantiation. Further elabor-
ation of other exotic topics may clarify other top-
ics of interest to object orientation, like for ex-
ample reuse and standardization. These topics are
left to future articles.
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